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The new ThermoFisherScientific 253 Plus isotope ratio mass spectrometer with
proven 10-kV technology offers the highest sensitivity, best peak shape and best peak
stability of any commercially available IRMS. The clumped isotope research community
requires these essential capabilities for highly reproducible measurement of very small
isotope signatures which are related with small isotope abundances. Since more than 10 years
the 10-kV technology of the 253 series is successfully used and the instrument of choice for
required smallest sample amount analysis in clumped isotope research.
The 253 Plus with its modified magnet design and optimized collector arrays removes
the pressure baseline effect of interferences on small isotope signals, e.g. the 47 –CO2
linearity effect. The new magnet will give uncompromised peak flatness on clumped
isotopologues. For even smaller isotopologue signal intensities, the baseline monitoring is
useful to correct for second order baseline effects. Additionally, the improved ion
transmission enables the highest isotope ratio stability on longer integration times for any
dual inlet system measurements. Due to higher throughput and lower sample consumption,
the long-integration time dual inlet methodology (LIDI) opens the field of application to
smaller sample sizes and thus higher resolution studies.
Furthermore, the excellent noise behavior of the 253 Plus allows implementation of
the 1013 ohm technology developed by Thermo Scientific. An additional improvement to
sample consumption and reduced sample size use will be given by the combination of the
LIDI measurement mode and the 1013 ohm technology. The technical details of the new 253
Plus and their influences on long-time robustness in 47 precision and accuracy of standards
and samples will be presented.

